
 

 
 

INDIA ROUND-UP 
 
USDINR: A quiet morning in Asia so far. Overnight, European and the US stock indices were mixed. Oil edged 
higher, with Brent above 41 dollars a barrel. Asian FX, ex-Japan are trading mostly flat against USD, inspite of 
the sharp gains in USD overnight against major currencies. NDF is showing a higher open for NSE June futures, 
possibly around 76.30 levels. Yesterday, ratings agency Fitch downgraded its outlook on sovereign rating to 
negative but kept the ratings unchanged to one notch above sub-investment grade. Fitch has indicated that high 
fiscal burden, where government debt is expected to climb to nearly 85% of GDP, stress in financial sector and 
medium term challenges to growth are reasons for a negative outlook. Impact of the ratings action may not be 
much on asset prices as it was widely expected. As a result, USDINR may continue to pivot between global risk 
on, re-opening of domestic economy and response of GoI after deplorable attack on Indian army by Chinese 
forces at LAC. Technically, the pair has scope to test 76.75/77 levels as long as it holds above 75.90. Therefore, 
buying on dip is advisable with stop below 75.90 on a June futures closing basis.   
 

 
 

GLOBAL ROUND-UP 
 
Euro: The crucial EU summit gets underway today and all eyes will be over there. EuroUSD has been in a 
downward corrective structure since 10th June, when it scored a high of 1.1422 levels. The pair has strong 
support between 1.1140/80 zone. As a result, EURINR may remain range 85.00 and 86.50 for the time being.   
 

 
 
GBP: GBPUSD declined sharply post BOE policy. GBPUSD is trading around 1.2430 and has scope to test 1.2350 
levels. GBPINR can fall towards 94.00/20 levels, where lay a strong band of support.  
 

  
 
JPYINR: JPYINR remains a buy on decline as long as the pair holds above 70.50 on June futures. Target 71.50. 
Nevertheless, incase of a daily close below 70.50, it can test 70.00 and below levels.  
 

 

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2
USDINR 76.10          75.90          76.40                76.75                

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2
EURINR 85.40          85.00          85.80                86.10                

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2
GBPINR 94.50          94.20          95.30                95.50                

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2
JPYINR 71.20          70.80          71.70                72.00                



MACRO VIEW: 
 
One important event in Europe is over and another one begins today. Yesterday, UK central bank pledged to 
increase QE by 100 billion pounds, which was widely expected. However, they did not hint at any discussion 
about negative rates in the coming times. BoE indicated that the economy is recovering and the worst case 
scenario which they expected before is unlikely to materialise and hence the decision to opt for 100 billion 
pounds of QE and not more. However, if the conditions deteriorate, central bank will intervene with more 
monetary easing. It can be argued that BoE has kept the option open for increasing the QE in summer or autumn 
when the path of recovery will be clear and clarity may emerge on the post-Brexit relationship with EU. Whether 
BoE opts for negative rates or not may largely depend on the degree of medium term damage to the economy. 
Hence, NIRP may remain an emergency measure.  
 
From UK to rest of EU. Leaders of the EU’s 27 member states will meet today in what is expected to be only a 
first step towards a consensus on a joint economic rescue that has so far been a tug-of-war between fiscally 
conservative northern countries and a high-debt “Club Med” group of southerners. The leaders will discuss a 
proposal made by the European Commission to borrow 750 billion euros from the market to help revive 
economies hardest hit by the pandemic, notably Italy and Spain. They will also debate a proposal to set the EU 
budget for 2021-27 at 1.1 trillion euros. The bone of contention is on the size and structure of recovery package, 
as the Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden and Austria, dubbed “the Frugal Four”, say the fund is too large and want 
it used only as loans, instead of grants. Loans have to repaid but grants not. However, Germany and France is 
opposed to the idea of loans as are countries from “Club Med”. It is hoped that a compromise will be struck but 
that may require a couple of more summits and couple of months before the last word can be said. Therefore, 
Euro and European financial assets have a long road ahead. 
 
 

MAJOR ECONOMIC DATA TO WATCH: 
 

 UK retail sales @ 11:30 am IST. Important for GBP 
 EU economic summit. Important for Euro 

  
 

PRICE ACTION ANALYSIS: 
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